Blogging or article writing is a great new tool to online
marketing. Suppose your site sells craft paper. Having a
blogging section that explains how to use the craft paper to
make innovative and beautiful pieces of art, will help sell
more of your products.
Of course, not every online business owner is a good writer.
Easily remedied! We have expert writers and bloggers in just
about every sphere. We can write phenomenal blogs that
receive great response. Needless to add, the blogs will be
written in your name which means that as the blog becomes
popular, so will you and your products. Our blogging fee is just Rs 750/per for up to 500 words. Having 10 blogs on
your site can have a huge upward impact on your sales.
A1WebSystems has several blogging plans to boost the traffic to your website.
Call +91 9130 15 24 88 or email us at info@a1websystems.com for a FREE no-obligation quote.

Online Article Marketing
You write great articles and would love to see them
go viral all over net and receive thousands of reviews
and comments. You would love to be picked up by the
big online newspapers and publications. Or, article
writing might be your road map to building links and
gaining publicity for your website. In either case,
unless the article is written right and marketed right,
it would be like a book sitting on a dust covered shelf
– forgotten and perhaps never read. A1WebSystems has the power to change that for you.
A1WebSystems has a team that comprises of some of the best and brightest article writers as well as best-in-theindustry marketing Gurus. With thousands of hours of marketing experience, we know what works and what does
not. Our article writers are also expert in weaving in keywords and links. The right use of keywords ensures that
the article is picked up with leading search engines and receives the benefit of organic traffic. It’s a cycle that feeds
on itself and works great!
Our article marketing gurus on the other hand, know precisely where to upload your articles –to several different
top-ranked article sites. It will even be made a part of live RSS feeds. The impact of the article will be carefully
monitored and you shall receive reports on its popularity and page views.
In a crowded cyber space, only a well planned and well executed approach will succeed. Make your articles count.
Our article fee is just Rs 750/per for up to 500 words.

For more details on our Article Marketing Plans call us now on +91 9130 15 24 88 or email us at
info@a1websystems.com. We can provide you with detailed explanations and also a FREE, no obligation quote.
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